MOST STAIVIP PIA}IS...
call for the prospect to send go stamps and $to to the "Prime Source". The Prime Source is then
supposed to send you L0 stamps and $2, as well as the other three people on the list. The Prime
Source then keeps 1o stamps and $2 for his/her efforts.

Not too hard to figure out who's making all the money and stamps on this one, is it?
This type of program is considered a 'T.OTTERY" by the Post Office. "}Vhy" you ask? Because your
success depends on the people who follow you into the pyramid. If they aren't successful, you won't
be either. Only the Prime Source gets LO stamps ild $Z from everyone entering the program. You, on
the other hand, only get money and stamps from those you recruit. Lotteries are considered illegal
by the Post Office and if you get caught, they will shut you down. Lotteries are a "game of chance".
If you have been in mail order for any length of time, you know that approximately go percent of
your costs goes for postage and another 3O percent goes towards advertising. Another 1g percent or
more is spent on printing. Your profit comes out of what's left.
Suppose you could eliminate the cost of postage? That would be a nice, tidy profit, would it not?
What about the cost of advertising? What if you could eliminate that cost also?

WOW.. you could really be making some SERIOUS money then!
HONESTLY, the only way you can make any really serious money in this business is if you are the
"PRME SOURCE'. That means that YOU fill all the orders and YOU keep all the profits. Whar if you
could get FREE postage as well as FREE advertising? WELL NOW YOU CAI{!

* * * HOWTO GET FREEPOSTAGE AND FREEADVEKflSING***
Order a copy of "GET'TING mEE ADVERTISING (17 methods) " and "GETTING FREE POSTAGE
(r4 Methods)". When you order a copy of both, you will also get the Full Reprint Rights as well.
Included in your package will be a few copies of this sales letter that you can reprint. This makes
you the "PRIME SOURCE" because you will own the coi2yrights to both programs along with the

right to reproduce this brochure.
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flease rush me a copy of your repod "GETTING FREE POSTAGE"
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(14 rnethods). I have enclosed 2 books of 20 First Class Stamps,
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Pease rush me a copy of your report "GETTING FREE ADVEHTISING
(17 rnethods). I have enclosed $10 in cash,
I understand that with the purchase of both reports, I will also get copies
of the brochure I am now reading, with Full Heprint Rights to everything.

YES! I WANT TO BE THE PRIME SOURCE; RUSH ORDEH TO:
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of ALL Stamp & Itloney Ptograms! It's IIY Turn To I(f,EP ALL TIIE IilONEY!

